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Tight Bounds on the Redundancy of Huffman Codes
Soheil Mohajer, Payam Pakzad, and Ali Kakhbod

Abstract—In this paper, we study the redundancy of Huffman
codes. In particular, we consider sources for which the probability
of one of the source symbols is known. We prove a conjecture of
Ye and Yeung regarding the upper bound on the redundancy of
such Huffman codes, which yields in a tight upper bound. We also
derive a tight lower bound for the redundancy under the same as-
sumption. We further apply the method introduced in this paper
to other related problems. It is shown that several other previously
known bounds with different constraints follow immediately from
our results.

Index Terms—Huffman Code, redundancy, tight bounds.

I. INTRODUCTION

C ONSIDER a discrete memoryless source with finite al-
phabet of size , and the multiset1

of probabilities , where
. A variable-length -ary lossless source code for the source
is defined by a one-to-one encoding function

where .Moreover, a code is called prefix-free if
there is no valid codeword in the code that is a prefix of any other
valid codeword. The length of the codeword assigned to the
symbol (with relative frequency ) by the code is denoted
by . Therefore, the average codeword length of a code
is defined as

(1)

A basic goal in compression is to design codes with minimum
average length. It is known that the average length of a prefix-
free code cannot be less than the source entropy regardless of
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1 is a multiset since it may contain repeated members, due to different
source symbols with the same probabilities. We will define the notion of mul-
tiset and its properties in detail in Definition 1.

how efficient the code is, where the entropy of the source (in
base ) is defined as

(2)

An important performance measure of a source code, called the
redundancy of the code, is the difference of its average length
and the entropy of the source, i.e.,

(3)

It is well known that the Huffman encoding algorithm [1]
provides an optimal prefix-free code for a discrete memoryless
source, in the sense that no other code for distribution can
have a smaller expected length than that of the Huffman code.
A -ary Huffman code is usually represented using a -ary
tree , whose leaves correspond to the source symbols; the
edges emanating from each intermediate node of are labeled
with one of the letters of the alphabet, and the codeword
corresponding to a symbol is the string of labels on the path
from the root to the corresponding leaf. Huffman’s algorithm
is a recursive bottom-up construction of , where at each step,
the existing nodes with the smallest probabilities are merged2

into a new node, and henceforth represented by an intermediate
node in the tree. Throughout this paper, unless is explicitly
specified, we talk about the binary Huffman codes .
We slightly modify the notation, and write the entropy, av-

erage length, and redundancy of a Huffman code in terms of
its tree, , , and , respectively. It is clear that
the redundancy is always nonnegative, and easy to show that
the redundancy of a Huffman code never exceeds 1 [1]. These
bounds on can be improved if partial knowledge about
the source distribution is available. Gallager [2], Johnsen [3],
Capocelli and Santis [4], [5], Manstetten [6] and Capocelli et
al. [7] improved the upper bound on the redundancy (of bi-
nary Huffman codes) when , the probability of
the most likely source symbol is known. The problem of upper
bounding the redundancy in terms of , the prob-
ability of the least likely source symbol, is addressed in [4] and
[8]. Capocelli et al. [7] obtained upper bounds on when
both extreme probabilities and are known. Furthermore,
in [8] and [9], upper bound on the redundancy is derived as a
function of probability of the two least likely source symbols

and .
Johnsen [3] presented a tight lower bound on the redundancy

of binary Huffman code in terms of when . Sub-
sequently, such lower bounds were generalized for all by
Montgomery and Abrahams [10]. Later, Golić and Obradović

2Before that, one has to add a number of dummy source symbols, all with
probability zero, so that the number of source symbols becomes of the form
of , for some integer .
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[11] extended Johnsen’s result to lower bound the redundancy
of -ary Huffman code in terms of the probability of the most
likely symbol. The lower bound on , when only is
known, is considered in [4]. Furthermore, the problem of lower
bounding for a binary code, when the two least likely
probabilities and are known, is discussed in [4] and [9].
Ye and Yeung raised the problem of bounding the redundancy

of Huffman code when the probability of one of the source sym-
bols (regardless of its order) is known in [12], wherein they pre-
sented an upper bound on . In this problem, the assump-
tion is that we a priori know that the source contains a symbol
with a given probability , without knowing about its rank in the
source distribution, as opposed to the case when the least or the
most likely probability is given.3 A parametric upper bound for
the redundancy is presented in [12], which is not tight in gen-
eral. However, the authors conjectured another upper bound on

in terms of the given probability , which improves the
other one.
In this work, we prove this conjecture with a simple approach

and prove that this upper bound is tight. Moreover, we present a
tight lower bound on for a source that contains a symbol
with given probability . We further characterize all possible
sets of distribution which achieve this lower bound. We show
that simple extensions of our results lead to the lower bound on
the redundancy when either [10] or [4] are known. We
also extend our proof to the -ary Huffman codes and find the
tight lower bound on when the probability of any symbols
is known.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, in

Section II, we introduce the notation used in the paper and
present a lemma which plays a key role in this study. Then,
we state our main results in Section III. The proofs and discus-
sions for the upper bound and lower bound are presented in
Sections IV and V, respectively. The lower bound is extended
to the -ary Huffman codes in Section VI. Finally, we conclude
the paper in Section VII.

II. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we present some definitions and review some
known results that will be useful in the rest of this paper. We
start with the definition of multiset [15].

Definition 1: Let be a universe set. A multiset over is
defined as a pair , where the multiplicity function

identifies the number of appearance of each
element of the universe in the multiset.
Operations over sets can be generalized for multisets as

follows.
1) Membership: An is a member of , if .
2) Subset: A multiset is a subset of ,
and denoted by , if for any .

3) Union: The union of two multisets and
, denoted by , is a multiset over

, with the multiplicity function

3It is clear that the known probability is in fact the probability of the most
likely symbol if , i.e., .

Fig. 1. Decomposition of a Huffman tree with respect to the intermediate
node .

4) Multiset removal: The removal of multiset
from , denoted , is the multiset

, where

In the rest of this study, whenever we talk about a probability
distribution, it is referred to a multiset defined over the uni-
verse .
Consider a Huffman tree, with its end nodes (leaves) denoting

the source symbols. In the following, we identify each node (in-
cluding leaves and intermediate nodes) of the tree by its prob-
ability; this is defined as the probability of the corresponding
symbol for the leaf nodes, and the sum of the probabilities of
all the leaf nodes lying in the subtree under the node for the in-
termediate (nonleaf) nodes. In particular, the probability of the
root is 1.
For each intermediate node in , denote by the

multiset of probabilities of the source symbols whose corre-
sponding nodes lie under . It is clear that .
Let be the subtree of under , and denote by its
normalized version, where the probability of each node in
is scaled by a factor of , so that the scaled leaf probabilities
sum to one. Therefore, itself is a Huffman tree for a
source with the probability distribution .
Similarly, denote by the part of the Huffman tree above

by collapsing the subtree to a single node with probability
. It is easy to verify that is a valid Huffman tree for a source
with probability distribution . See Fig. 1
for a schematic diagram of the relationship between , ,
and the original Huffman tree .
The following lemma relates the redundancy of a Huffman

tree to the redundancies of the subtrees and .

Lemma 1: For any intermediate node in a Huffman tree ,
we have

(4)

Proof: It is well known that the average length of any
Huffman code equals the sum of the probabilities on the inter-
mediate nodes (including the root) in the corresponding tree.
Each intermediate node of is an intermediate node either in
or in , where the probabilities in the latter tree

need to be scaled back by a factor of . Note the node is not
double counted in both trees, because it is a leaf in , and so
not counted in the first term. Therefore, we have

(5)
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On the other hand, we can rewrite the entropy of the original
tree (source) in terms of the entropy of its associated subtrees by
decomposing the leaf nodes of to those of and .
We get

(6)

where in we used the fact that . The desired
result will be obtained immediately from (5) and (6).

III. MAIN RESULTS

In this section, we state the main results of this paper. The
first theorem provides a tight upper bound on the redundancy
of Huffman code for a source containing a symbol with a given
probability . Note that can be the probability of any symbol,
regardless of the rank of the symbol, through all the results of
this paper.

Theorem 1 (Tight Upper Bound on Huffman Redundancy):
Consider the Huffman code for a source with finite alphabet,
which includes a symbol with probability , but is otherwise
arbitrary. The redundancy of this code is upper bounded by

H
H

(7)

where H is the binary
entropy function. Furthermore, this bound is tight, so there are
sequences of source distributions whose Huffman redundancies
converge to .
Our next theorem presents a lower bound for the redundancy

of the Huffman code.

Theorem 2 (Tight Lower Bound on Huffman Redundancy):
Consider the Huffman code for a source with finite alphabet,
which includes a symbol with probability , but is otherwise
arbitrary. The redundancy of this code is lower bounded by

H (8)

where takes either of the values or
which minimizes the expression. Furthermore, this bound
is tight, i.e., there exist source distributions containing a
symbol with probability , whose Huffman redundancies equal

.

We extend this result and introduce a lower bound for the
redundancy of a -ary Huffman code.

Theorem 3: The redundancy of a -ary Huffman code con-
taining a letter with probability is tightly lower bounded by

H (9)

where is either or which minimizes
the aforementioned expression, andH H
is the -ary entropy function.
We prove the aforementioned theorems in the following sec-

tions. We also discuss derivation of some other known results
using the techniques of our proofs.

IV. UPPER BOUND

In this section, we prove the upper bound introduced in The-
orem 1, and then show that this bound is tight by providing
sample probability distributions that can achieve this bound. Be-
fore proving this theorem, we shall review some known related
results, which will be used in our proof.
Our result improves the following bound obtained in [12], and

in fact proves a conjecture for the tightest upper bound given in
the same paper.

Theorem 4 ([12, Th.1]): Let be the probability of any source
symbol. Then, the redundancy of the corresponding Huffman
code is upper bounded by

H

H
(10)

where is the smallest root of equation
H .
We will skip the proof of this theorem and refer the interested

reader to the original paper [12]. This upper bound is tight when
or , but as also suggested in [12], it is

not tight for the central region . Thus, we will
only consider this central region in our proof for Theorem 1,
and obtain a tight bound for the redundancy.
We will also use the following upper bound on the redun-

dancy of a source whose most likely symbol probability is
known. A more precise form of this bound is presented in [6],
and we refer the interested reader to that work for details and
proof.

Theorem 5 ([6, Table I]): Let be the probability of the
most likely symbol of a source. Then, the Huffman redundancy
of this source is upper bounded by the following function:

H
H (11)

where H , and
is a root of H .

All the three bounds introduced in Theorems 1, 4, and 5 are
illustrated in Fig. 2.
Finally, we will need the following lemma from [3] in order

to prove Theorem 1. The proof of this lemma is given in
Appendix A for completeness.
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Lemma 2 ([3, Th. 1]): Let be the probability of the most
likely letter in a source. If , then the length of the corre-
sponding codeword in the Huffman code is one, i.e., .
We are now ready to prove the upper bound.
Proof of Theorem 1: As stated earlier, when
or , our bound coincides with that of Theorem

4. It remains to show that for , the redundancy
of a Huffman code for a source which contains a symbol with
probability does not exceed .
We prove this claim using an argument on , the probability

of the most likely symbol in . First note that, if is
the most likely symbol, then from Theorem 5, we simply have

.
On the other hand, if , then from Theorem 5, the

Huffman redundancy of cannot exceed . Com-
bining this with the fact that takes its minimum at

, we have .
So, we can focus our attention to the case where

and . Note that for from Lemma 2, we
have . Thus, should appear in the subtree under an
intermediate node of probability , i.e., , and
hence . Using Lemma 1, we can expand the
redundancy of the Huffman tree with respect to the intermediate
node which results in

H (12)

where H is the redundancy of the Huffman tree
which only contains two symbols of probabilities .
We then use Theorem 4 to upper bound the term ,
which is the redundancy of the Huffman code corresponding to
a source containing a symbol of probability .
Note that , since is assumed to be greater than .
We consider the following two cases for the possible values of

.
Case I: . From Theorem 4, we have

. Replacing this bound in
(12), we get the bound

H (13)

which can be further bounded by its maximum possible
value for . Note that the right hand side
of the aforementioned inequality is a convex function of
and it takes its maximum value at the boundary point

. Then, we have

H

H

(14)

Case II: . Note that is the Huffman
tree of source containing a symbol of probability

. Then, once again, we can upper bound its redundancy
using Theorem 4 as

H (15)

Replacing (15) in (12), we get

H H

H H

H H

(16)

where in we used the fact H H which holds
for , and the inequality in follows from the
fact that H for .
Combining (14) and (15) gives us the desired inequality. It

only remains to show the tightness of the bound. It is easy to
check that the redundancy of a source with distribution

is

H H (17)

for , and

H H (18)

for , which tends to H
as goes to zero. Note that the redundancy is a discontinuous
function of the probability distribution at the boundary of this
distribution space. More precisely, at the extreme case where

, we have a source with only two symbols, for which the
Huffman redundancy is H . This completes the proof.

V. LOWER BOUND

In this section, we provide the proof of Theorem 2.We further
show that the lower bound is tight, and we identify all distribu-
tions which achieve this redundancy.

Proof of Theorem 2: We first note that, for the purposes of
minimizing the redundancy, it suffices to only consider a simple
class of probability distributions for which the corresponding
Huffman tree has a canonical structure, as depicted in Fig. 3. To
see this, let be any intermediate node in a Huffman tree ,
which does not contain in the subtree under it, i.e., .
Then, from Lemma 1

(19)

Therefore, the redundancy of , the Huffman tree for the
source with probability distribution , which still contains a
symbol of probability , does not exceed that of . A similar
argument holds for any subtree which does not contain as a
leaf. It is clear that this process converts into the canonical
form of Fig. 3, in which each intermediate node has in its
associated subtree, and the redundancy of the canonical form
tree is at most the same as that of the original tree.
Suppose then, without loss of generality, that is a canonical

form Huffman tree of depth , which achieves the minimum re-
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Fig. 2. Upper bounds of Theorems 1, 4, and 5, on the redundancy of a source containing a symbol with probability .

Fig. 3. Canonical structure for minimum-redundancy Huffman trees that con-
tain a symbol with probability .

dundancy. Let be the corresponding
probability distribution. Note that either or is the proba-
bility of the least likely symbol. Define , where

. The expected length of this code can be written
as

and the entropy of the source can be expressed in terms of ’s
as

H

where is the entropy
of the corresponding distribution. Thus

H

H

(20)

where
. The

goal is to find the values of ’s which minimize (and
therefore ) for fixed value of . Note first that the
minimizing probability vector must be an interior
point in the probability simplex, since the redundancy function
is discontinuous on the boundary of the simplex as mentioned
earlier. More precisely, if , one can remove
from the distribution,—replacing with ,—and reduce
the redundancy. Next note that is a convex function. So,
we can use the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) theorem [13] to
find its minimum, subject to the constraints and

. More precisely, we have to
solve the following optimization problem:

(21)
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Fig. 4. Lower bound and upper bound on the redundancy of a source containing a symbol with probability .

where we define and for consistency.
Finding the solution of this optimization problem is more in-
volved and presented in Appendix B. Here, we just report the
optimum solution which is

(22)

Plugging the optimal values into (20) and after straightforward
manipulations, we get

H

This is readily seen to be a convex function of . To minimize,
we differentiate with respect to and set the derivative equal
to zero

yielding . Since needs to be an integer and
by convexity, one of the two neighboring integers or

will give the minimum. It remains to verify that the
values of (22) are consistent with a Huffman tree of the form

in Fig. 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for this is that
. It is then easy to see that the chosen

value of in which minimizes (8) re-
sults in an coefficient which satisfies this condition.
Finally, note that in this proof, we have explicitly obtained

probability distributions that achieve the minimum bound. This
shows the tightness of the bound, and completes the proof.

In the following, we point out a few remarks about
Theorem 2.

Remark 1: The minimizing value of in Theorem 2 can be
precisely expressed as follows. The optimal satisfies

(23)

where and is given by

This equation is obtained by equating the values of from
(8) for two consecutive integers and . It is
easy to see that is a descending sequence, converging to 0 as
tends to infinity, so that for any there exists a unique
satisfying (23). The first few ’s are

and are displayed in Fig. 4.

Remark 2: From (8), the lower bound can be zero
if and only if is dyadic. In that case, from (22),

. Therefore, the entire distribution is dyadic.

Remark 3: The proof of Theorem 2 essentially describes all
the source distributions that contain a symbol of probability
, and achieve the lower bound on the redundancy.
As argued previously, the Huffman trees for all such distribu-
tions have a “backbone” of canonical form shown in Fig. 3,
with probabilities that are uniquely determined in the proof of
the theorem. Any such tree which extends beyond this unique
backbone must satisfy the inequality in (19) with equality, i.e.,

must be zero for all intermediate ’s. From the
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aforementioned Remark 2, this can happen only if the corre-
sponding distributions for the subtrees are dyadic.
Thus, all the distributions containing a symbols of probability ,
which achieve the lower bound , can be obtained in the
following way: start with the backbone distribution described
in Theorem 2. At any time, choose a leaf node other than and
split its probability in half. It can be shown that each tree during
this process is a valid Huffman tree with redundancy .
In the remainder of this section, we extend the results of The-

orem 2 to the cases when the given probability corresponds to
the most, or the least likely symbol. This leads us to two known
theorems lower bounding the redundancy for the corresponding
cases.

A. Lower Bound When the Maximum Probability is Known

The following theorem extracted from [10] presents a tight
lower bound on the redundancy of the Huffman code assigned
to a source for which the probability of the most likely symbol
is known. We will show in the proof that this theorem is a con-
sequence of Theorem 2.
Theorem 6: ([10, Th. 2]) A tight lower bound for the Huffman

redundancy of a source whose maximum symbol probability is
is , as defined in Theorem 2.
Proof: It is clear from Theorem 2 that since the source

contains a symbol with probability , the redundancy of its
Huffman code is lower bounded by . However, it is
not clear whether this bound is achievable. In other words, we
need to show that no other bound with larger values is a valid
lower bound in general.
In the following, we argue that for any , there exist

sources whose most likely symbol has probability , and its
Huffman redundancy achieves . Let be a distribu-
tion containing (not necessarily as the maximum probability)
which achieves the minimum redundancy . Then, by
the argument of aforementioned Remark 3, each symbol prob-
ability of other than can be successively split into two
halves, without changing the redundancy of the code. We can
repeat this process until becomes the largest value in the dis-
tribution. Therefore, converts to a desired distribution which
contains as the maximum probability, and its Huffman re-
dundancy equals .

B. Lower Bound When the Minimum Probability is Known

Next suppose that is constrained to be the proba-
bility of the least likely symbol of a source. The next theorem
of Capocelli and Santis [4] characterizes the minimum achiev-
able redundancy of the Huffman code in terms of the probability
of the least likely symbol.
Theorem 7: ([4, Th. 2]) A tight lower bound for the Huffman

redundancy of a source whose minimum symbol probability is
is given by

H

H

(24)

Proof: The argument used in the proof of Theorem 2 can
be extended to this case. In fact, we have to solve a similar
optimization problem, except an additional constraint .
Writing the KKT conditions [13], two cases may arise: 1) if the
inequality is strict, then the corresponding coefficient
would be zero, and we have exactly the same solution as we had
in Theorem 2. It is easy to see the optimal value for for which
satisfies is . 2) If the constraint
becomes tight, then the optimal value for is determined to
be . In this case, the problem is equivalent to solving the
optimization problem for , where

is the intermediate note obtained by merging and
. For this problem, it turns out that the optimal value for is

. The solution of the optimization problem in
two cases gives us the bound claimed in the theorem.
The tightness of the bound can be shown by ver-

ifying that the two functions in the minimization
expression are met by sources with probability
distributions

and
,

respectively.

It is worth mentioning that the proof of Theorem 7 presented
here is completely different and simpler than the proof given in
the original paper [4]. The main simplification here is due to the
restriction of the search space to the class of canonical Huffman
trees, which is a consequence of Lemma 1.

Remark 4: As mentioned earlier, the bound in Theorem 7
coincides with for some regimes of , where .
The other function in the minimization expression (24) is pre-
cisely , corresponding to the case in Theorem 2 when
the optimal tree depth is . This, of course, is
not a coincidence, since one can easily verify that for a source
whose two least probable symbols have probability , i.e.,

, merging the two corresponding leaves in the
Huffman tree results in a tree with a single node of probability
, and with the same redundancy as the original tree. This

is because the subtree under the intermediate node in the
original tree has zero redundancy, since it represents a uniform
distribution .
Fig. 5 plots the lower bounds in Theorems 2 and 7 as a func-

tion of the fixed probability .

VI. EXTENSION TO THE -ARY HUFFMAN CODES

In this section, we present the proof of Theorem 3. Similar to
the binary case, the basic idea in this proof is the restriction to
( -ary) canonical Huffman trees, and solving the optimization
problem to find the optimal values for the symbol probabilities.
We need the following lemma to simplify the proof. We refer to
Appendix C for its proof.

Lemma 3: The minimum-redundancy -ary Huffman tree
for a source has a canonical structure as shown in Fig. 6. More-
over, all the leaves at the same depth (except possibly ) have
the same probability, i.e., for all and ,

, where is the th node in depth of the tree.
Proof of Theorem 3: Using Lemma 3, it suffices to only

consider Huffman trees of -ary canonical form to find the min-
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Fig. 5. Lower bounds for the Huffman redundancy of sources containing a symbol with probability with arbitrary rank, and least likely symbol with probability .

Fig. 6. Canonical structure for minimum-redundancy -ary Huffman trees
that contain a symbol with probability .

imum redundancy tree. Similar to the binary case, we have to
solve the optimization problem for , where
for and . The details of the solution
are very similar to the binary case and we skip them for brevity.
It turns out that the optimal solutions are

(25)

Replacing these values in the redundancy expression, we get

H (26)

which is minimized at . The convexity of the
function with respect to implies that the optimal depth be-
longs to the set . This completes the
proof.

VII. CONCLUSION

We introduced a lemma to expand the average length, en-
tropy, and the redundancy of a Huffman tree with respect to

Fig. 7. Huffman tree with .

any of its intermediate nodes. This method simplifies analyzing
the redundancy behavior of the tree. In particular, we used this
method to obtain tight upper and lower bounds for the Huffman
tree associated to a source containing a symbol of probability ,
without any further assumption on the rank of the symbol. The
upper bound proves a conjecture of [12]. Our lower bound ex-
tends and completes several earlier partial results.
We have further discussed the explicit form of the distribu-

tions that achieve each of these bounds. Our arguments can be
extended to the case of the -ary Huffman codes, to obtain a
lower bound for its redundancy in terms of any given source
symbol probability.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 2

We first note that as long as , the length
cannot be larger than 2; otherwise, there would be at least
two independent intermediate nodes and on the Huffman
tree (in the branch does not contain ) with lengths less than

. Therefore, and both would have probabilities at least
as large as ; but this is a contradiction since
cannot exceed 1.
Suppose next that . Then, there can be no codeword

of length 1 in the code, since is the largest probability. There-
fore, the corresponding tree has a structure as in Fig. 7.
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Next, note that since
. Moreover, because it is

merged after merging and . This yields to

which is a contradiction with .

APPENDIX B
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM IN (21)

We first define the Lagrangian

(27)
in which . Moreover, and
are the optimization parameters in the dual program. It is well

known that for the optimal values , we have

(28)

for . From the KKT conditions [13, Sec. 5.5.3],
we have and . Let be
the maximum value among all optimum ’s variables. If
, from the KKT conditions, we get . Therefore,
from (28), for and we have

(29)

which yields

(30)

Therefore, we have either or which
are both in contradiction with maximality of . This implies

for . Hence

which implies with . Replacing
this in , we get

which results in , and equivalently

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 3

We prove the claim by contradiction. Let be a Huffman
tree for the source with minimum redundancy, in which

for some depth , and leaf numbers and . Consider the
new source with corresponding Huffman tree similar to ,
except the leaves in depth , which are all replaced by

, the average probability of the corresponding
leaves on .
Note first that since the average is between the minimum and

maximum probabilities in that level, the new tree is still con-
sistent with Huffman tree structure, i.e.,

, for all . Next note that
the average length of the tree remains fixed after this process,

. Finally, expanding the entropy of both sources
and canceling identical terms, we have

(31)

where ’s hold since , and in we
used the log-sum inequality. Note that the inequality in is
strict unless for all . Therefore, the entropy is
maximized—and the redundancy is minimized—with the pro-
posed replacement , i.e., which is in
contradiction with optimality assumption of .
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